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The Christmas Party of 2019

Plus Plus

 From the President 

Happy Christmas 
to All Hi	Folks,	

It	 has	 been	 a	 busy	 first	 six	 months	 of	 the	 MUDCC	
programme	and	I	would	like	to	thank	all	members	for	their	
continued	 enthusiasm	 and	 excellence.	 The	 monthly	
competitions	 have	 all	 been	 to	 a	 high	 standard	 and	 have	
combined	 creativity	 with	 great	 technical	 skill.	 The	
improvement	 in	 overall	 Club	 levels	 has	 been	 significant,	
especially	in	the	B	category.		

More	 importantly,	we	have	all	continued	to	have	 fun	with	
our	 photography	 and	 to	 enjoy	 the	 challenges	 the	 various	
themes	have	presented	us.	A	 large	part	of	 this	 is	 the	 role	
played	by	our	volunteer	judges,	who	give	us	both	their	time	
and	expertise.	While	we	may	sometimes	not	always	agree	
with	 their	 views	 and	 judgments,	 we	 appreciate	 that	 they	
offer	them	on	a	professional	basis.		

Finally,	my	thanks	to	our	hard	working	Committee.	They	do	
an	 extraordinary	 job	 behind	 the	 scenes	 and	 the	 Club	
benefits	 from	 their	 efforts.	 May	 you	 all	 have	 a	 safe	 and	
happy	 end	 of	 year	 break	 and	 I	 look	 forward	 to	 you	 all	
coming	 back	 in	 January	with	 even	more	 enthusiasm	 than	
before!	

Regards,		BT	
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Best of the Quarter
Dawn Woods        “Rednecked ” Wallabies”

Mike Maher                                                                            “Australiana”

Julie Fox                                                     “Turn Back Time”

Dawn Woods                                                        “The Beauty of Bones”                 

Julie Fox                                                                   “Open Territory”

Sue Caine                                                            “Harbour Lights”

“Best of the  
Quarter” 

will be a regular 
feature in 

“FOCUS” 
Images produced 
by members just 

get better and 
better, why 

wouldn’t we want 
to celebrate 
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Images like those below are bound to arouse Lens Envy among photographers, but…you can console yourself with the following 
facts? These lenses weigh as much as a small country and will lead to Sciatica. They are extremely expensive and you may have to 
sell your favourite son to buy one. But, any serious photographer,  worthy of that title,  will tell you the long lens is essential. So 
throw caution to the wind, you really “do need” a long lens, at least one…and you should  bite the bullet while you are still young.                    

THE LONG, LONG LENSES

Hi Key - Low Key 

Dawn Woods put a smile on on the faces of all those who attended her Learning Theme “Hi Key/Low 
Key Photography” evening. It was without doubt an enjoyable experience and one that everyone 
attending will have benefited from. It is a given that if your students are having a great time you have 
been successful. So we all say thank you Dawn for a great evening…perhaps to be repeated at some 
future time for those unable to attend this session.
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A Walk on the Beach 
d

With Christa Drysdale

And what a great night it was. The numbers were 
excellent, everyone was enthusiastic, the weather was 
beautiful and we got an Orange Coloured full Moon, 
what more could we expect. Few had a long lens with 
them, but it was enough for most to just gaze at  the 
Moon as it majestically rose from the sea.  

But that was later in the evening. First we had to 
conquer the concept of shooting in the dark. How to 
start, what exposure, what ISO, what aperture. The first 
time can be confusing but there were experienced 
hands ready to help.  

Christa had the basics under control from the get-go 
and, supplied a crib sheet to each of us which proved 
invaluable for most. For those of you unlucky one’s 
who missed out on the night it is included  on these 
pages. This will be a permanent resident in my bag of 
photo “stuff”  for sure. 

It wasn’t long before most started to get the hang of  
this “night light” photography, and  individuals started 
exploring. For myself, I was so engrossed  in what I was 
doing, I almost got run over by a truck as it retrieved a 
power boat from the water. I have always thought 
photography was dangerous hobby.  

By the time the moon started its journey upward 
members were scattered to all parts of the Harbour, 
capturing the lights, the reflections and the now 
blackening  clouds. It was a great experience for all, no 
matter what level their photography was at. 

Many thanks Christa for making this learning 
experience possible and so enjoyable.

As Dusk starts to fall enthusiastic members prepare while they can still see what they are doing
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I once captured an image that I liked a lot. It was a 
shot I had gone searching, for but couldn’t find. I 
had in my mind an image to do with the kitchen, 
food maybe, perhaps vegetables. It needed to be 
colourful and, because it was to be framed and 
hung in our kitchen, and able to withstand the 
sometimes steam and heat of the cooking process. 

The subject was finally found in China. Funny how 
things pan out. I never did find the image that was 
in my mind…food of some sort. What captured my 
eye was four tired, damp mops, relaxing against a 
wonky but purpose built stand. This, I thought, 
suited my needs better than the slow food 
confection of my original plan. And when I 
developed the image in Photoshop I really liked the 
result. 

At great cost I had the print framed, using a then 
new framing process, consisting of aluminium and 
a water proof membrane that would handle the the 
worry of the kitchen environ. This image hung 
happily in our kitchen for quite a few years before 
being transferred to the bathroom of our now 
Milton home. 

I was quite proud of this still life image and entered 
“Mop’s” in a few Club competitions to no avail…it 
was all quite disappointing. 

At about this time I was a member of the “Australian 
Photographic Society”. For those of you who don’t 
know of this august body, I would recommend it 
highly.   

APS is the Peak Body for Australian photographers, 
amateur and professional. APS is mostly an online 
forum but does run some external competitions 
plus a host of other functions. Its’ online activity 
includes “folios” where a limited number of 
members (usually about ten per folio) post their 
images which are then critiqued and discussed by 
the group. This was an opportunity for me to find 
out what was wrong with my “Mops”. More than a 
few of the members came forward to tell me I had 
one too many mops…this was my Fibonacci 
moment. At first I was sceptical, probably due  to 
my sad ability with mathematics and the fact that I 
didn’t understand some of the complex theories 
put before me. 

In this instance three is the magic number I was told. 
I still had no idea what my friends were talking about. 
They persevered  though and went on to enlighten 
me about the “The Fibonacci Sequence” at length 
and gave me both the complex explanation and the 
Fibonacci for dummies…now they were talking my 
language.…but I still wasn’t sure I believed in 
Fibonacci’s magic numbers and I must say, I remained 
skeptical. That said, I was driven to put my “Mop’s” to 
the test and I carefully adjusted the image, by 
trimming the number of Mop’s to three via 
Photoshop.  

I	 entered	 the	 three	 mop	 version	 in	 two	 National	
Competitions.	The	first	was	“The	Hervey	Bay	National	
Digital	 Salon”.	 Some	 explanation	 may	 be	 required	
here.	National	competitions	get	a	lot	of	entries	so,	just	
to	get	an	image	shown	it	must	first	go	through	a	sort	
of	 pre-judging	 process…I	 was	 jubilant	 to	 get	 an	
“Acceptance”.	

Not	 long	after,	 I	entered	 the	same	 image	 in	 the	“APS		
38th	 National	 Exhibition”,	 scoring	 yet	 another	
“Acceptance”.	Fibonacci	knew	a	thing	or	two	and	I	felt	
vindicated.		My	entree	would	be	displayed.	

My	 “Three	 Mops”	 entry	 was	 not	 a	 winner	 in	 either	
competitions	 but	 the	 Fibonacci	 experiment	 was	
vindicated	 by	 two	 acceptance’s	 as	 far	 as	 I	 am	
concerned.	 In	 the	 end	 its	 what	 we	 learn	 from	 our	
mistakes	 and	 my	 error	 is	 hanging	 with	 pride	 on	 the	
bathroom	wall,	 next	 to	 the	 toilet.	 I	 contemplate	 this	
Four	Mop	version	daily	and	I	still	like	what	I	see.	If	ever	
you	visit	us	 I	would	welcome	your	opinion…I	wonder	
what	Fibonacci	would	think?	

My Fibonacci Moment
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Welcome To 
New Members 
Milton Ulladulla District 

Camera Club 

Dennis Gullan
and 

Ray Armstrong 

We welcome you both  
and hope you enjoy  
your photography 

 at MUDCC 
We look forward seeing your  

photos. and if you need any help  
settling in please talk to any of our 

Committee Members, who will 
 be pleased to help you out 

Q&A 
Q&A is where we hope to answer some   

puzzling photographic questions 

SELECTIVE COLOUR AND LIGHTROOM

Since the last issue of Q&A when we talked about 
“Selective Colour” a few members have asked,  “can I do 
this in Lightroom?“ Sadly, the answer is no. It all comes 
down to “layer’s” and unfortunately Lightroom does 
not do Layer’s. I suspect Adobe could easily add layers 
to Lightroom, but if they did that they would probably 
call it Photoshop. 

There are some Lightroom work arounds that you will 
be able to find on line but they are quite frustrating 
and clunky. For example, I you had an image with a 
bunch of red flowers and that was the only red in the 
image. Then, Lightroom could do a reasonable job. If, 
however the girl holding the flowers had even the 
slightest hint of red on her lips, by revealing the red 
flowers we would also reveal the red lips and for that 
matter any other bits of red you hadn’t seen. You could 
clone out those stray bits of red, but again, its clunky. 

I did read somewhere that there is a third party plugin 
solution for Lightroom with claims to slot Layers into 
Lightroom but, it too sounded a bit messy. So my 
apologies to all you Lightroom users, the fact is that 
Lightroom is a great program, it does so many things 
really well, but not layers. 

Cats Eyes
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Christmas Party of 2019
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Be Inspired
"Diane Arbus was everywhere in New York between 1956 and 1962. On the streets and in Central 
Park, on the subway, in movie theatres and diners, on Coney Island and in New Jersey homes, in grim 
apartments, in revue dressing rooms, at the circus and in the morgue. With her 35mm camera and her 
eye, her ability to confront, cajole and to seduce, her talent was as much one of gaining trust – or at least 
something more than tacit refusal – from her subjects.” The Guardian Australia

Her work was sometimes confronting, she often photographed people on the limits, at the end of their 
tether. Her images, usually monochrome, had the affect of forcing the viewer to contemplate or 
sometimes walk away. In a word she was controversial and she went where others would not go. 

Your Committee wish you all the very best for a Happy Christmas and a 
prosperous New Year. We trust that your Christmas Stocking’s will be crammed 
beyond expectations, with all the photographic gear you have been craving for, 

and we look forward to seeing the results in 2020.

Out of Focus

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/diane-arbus
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/diane-arbus

